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» I was made for a life on the road. A life for the road and for people. Mile for mile: carrying heavy loads, 
dangerous loads, always under time pressure. So much that lies behind me, so much I've yet to experience: 
Cities, highways, interstates, lofty mountains, deep valleys, heat, extreme cold – and I have to perform at all times. 
Because every one relies on me: on everything arriving at its destination on time – and my boss getting
home safely. After all, that's exactly what I was created for. And that's why I'm packed with top-quality modern 
technology: a powerful motor, perfectly balanced braking and powertrain systems – everything for a long
vehicle life. I am the perfect towing vehicle! «



We are part of this story. Because wherever a vehicle may happen to be, and whatever its destina-

tion, we’re there along with it: mile for mile, in cities, countries, on all the roads – always a live wire, 

always on the move. 

As the aftermarket brand of Knorr-Bremse, the world’s leading manufacturer of braking and con-

trol systems for commercial vehicles, we supply vehicle owners, workshops and distributors with 

high-quality products and service solutions for commercial vehicles of all kinds and all ages: with 

the expertise of an OE manufacturer and our experience gained from more than 110 years in the 

commercial vehicle aftermarket.

That’s how we accompany vehicles throughout their entire service life. Everything is done to 

ensure their cargo arrives at its destination on time – and every driver gets back home safely. 

Because we know that every mile counts! 
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We believe that commercial vehicles belong on the road. Because that’s  

precisely what they are made for: high-mileage performance under the 

most demanding conditions – for a lifetime on the move. 

It makes no difference how many miles a vehicle has already travelled:  

what is required is maximum driving performance, short downtimes and 

the safest conditions – because this is the only way to keep business thri-

ving and the company competitive. 

In order that drivers and commercial vehicle operators can be sure that this 

story continues, no matter how old the vehicles in a fleet are, we provide 

them with everything they need – throughout the entire life cycle:

Genuine new service products for young vehicles, genuine remanufactu-

red EconX products for the repair of older vehicles, and service parts for 

vehicles in all stages of operation.

This keeps every vehicle on the road for a long time – always cost-effecti-

vely, with the latest technology and fully geared towards safety. 

We call this »Lifetime E�ciency«. 

» OUR LIFETIME EFFICIENCY PRINCIPLE 

A PROMISE FOR A VEHICLE’S ENTIRE LIFETIME 
Service new products guarantee optimal and 
economical replacement and repair:  
All Knorr-Bremse products are perfectly coordinated 
and available for nearly all types of vehicles.  
They provide for value retention of the vehicle and 
keep it in shape for a long time to come. 

Genuine remanufactured EconX products   
are the perfect choice for keeping older vehicles on  
the road economically and sustainably, without  
sacrificing any of the customary safety.

Continuous service through our Expert  
Network, the Alltrucks workshop network and our  
branch operations in many parts of the world  
ensures that every vehicle is back on the road  
quickly and in perfect condition. We also support 
fleets with our brand-independent telematics  
solution, TruckServices ProFleet Connect. 

Repairs with our Service Parts  keep vehicles of all 
ages remain on the road cost efficiently, without any 
compromises in quality, and hence in driving safety.
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Often in day-to-day business, every minute counts. That’s why the distributors and workshops in 
our Expert Network in Europe, the Middle East and Africa work around the clock to make every 
vehicle fit to return to the road as quickly and cost-efficiently as possible. 

We support this work with technical training courses by experienced workshop professionals in 
which we show mechanics how they can carry out repairs efficiently and, needless to say, cost-ef-
ficiently. 

Special tool sets, e.g. for our disc brakes, simplify the job for workshops even further. Thanks to 
our NEO and ECUtalk diagnostics tools, we also simplify vehicle troubleshooting – and make it 
considerably faster. 

Through our proven distribution network, we deliver all products in a very short time to precisely 
the place where they’re needed. To keep things working particularly smoothly, we make an effort 
to keep our product portfolio as lean as possible. 

By the way, if need be, our Expert Network distributors also keep the most important spare parts 
in stock at all times, to ensure that commercial vehicles can quickly go back to where they be-
long: on the road to new destinations. 

Comprehensive and constantly available technical documentation and, last but not least, our ser-
vice hotlines, are there to make sure that drivers, workshops, fleets and distributors get the exact 
assistance they need at all times. 

These services particularly benefit fleets, for which we also offer a highly integrated telematics 
solution with TruckServices ProFleet Connect: this brand-independent system is ideal for he-
terogeneous fleets and is based on the OE expertise of Knorr-Bremse and our partner Microlise. 

TruckServices ProFleet Connect is the perfect supplement to our service concepts and makes it 
easier for fleet operators to provide efficient and sustainable control of their vehicles. 

» INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

FOR A WORLD IN MOTION 

» If required, there's always someone there for me: There are  
distributors that can supply me with products that �t me  
perfectly. And the professionals in the workshops keep me in 
good shape and get me back on the road in no time at all. «
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Nothing drives as well as a factory-fresh truck: with perfectly balanced technology and equipped 

with numerous comfort functions – and, on top of that, particularly effi  cient in performance and 

absolutely reliable. 

To help prolong the safety and reliability of the »new truck« and this special driving feeling as long 

as possible, Knorr-Bremse products are designed with OE quality – like the entire vehicle – with 

peak performance and a long service life in mind. 

Of course commercial vehicle operators can always be sure that all Knorr-Bremse products work 

perfectly with the systems installed in commercial vehicles. And to help ensure that older 

vehicles can continue to benefi t from technological advances, most of the new developments 

by Knorr-Bremse are backward-compatible. The reduced variety of the streamlined product 

portfolio also saves distributors storage space and hence costs. 

» GENUINE NEW PARTS  

TOP PERFORMANCE FOR TOP PERFORMERS 

» Only the best of the best so I don't grind to a halt. Long journeys, stop-
and-go tra�  c, a real endurance test for my brakes. But I have to perform 
regardless: my boss is counting on me! «
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Even commercial vehicles with a few miles behind them need to continue to deliver peak 

performance. Breakdowns are not an option – not even for older vehicles. 

That’s exactly why we off er EconX, the new Knorr-Bremse brand for genuine remanufactured 

products that keep older commercial vehicles safely on the road. 

EconX products are the ideal solution for the economical repair of vehicles with a limited remai-

ning service life. Because the service life of EconX products is tailored to the expected remaining 

useful life of the vehicle: It‘s shorter than for service new products because the main components 

come from pre-owned products. 

Older vehicles are just as safe driving with EconX products as they are with service new pro-

ducts. This is because despite their shortened life expactancy, the functionality of remanufactu-

red EconX products is the same. We ensure this by means of a special remanufacturing process 

based on the standards that apply to OE products. 

Using EconX products to repair vehicles that are »in their prime« is not only more cost-eff ective 

but also sustainable. The manufacture of EconX products conserves resources, uses signifi cantly 

less energy than in manufacturing, compared with service new products and, as a consequence, 

generates lower emissions. 

Over 300 Knorr-Bremse products are already available in an EconX version today: for all manner 

of vehicle systems and numerous European truck and trailer applications. 

All EconX products are readily identifi ed at the distributor and in the warehouse by the blue 

packaging design with white lettering.

» EconX: GENUINE, ECONOMICAL, SUSTAINABLE 

WHEN THE TIME HAS COME 

» Sure: I’m getting older, too. But with the right spares, I’m still capable of giving 
top performance. For that, I get EconX products now. That makes it cheaper for 
my boss – and yet I feel � t again. «
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A vehicle goes through a lot of things in the course of its life, and older vehicles naturally have 

higher service needs. 

To keep vehicles of all ages running effi  ciently and, more importantly, safely, we support fl eets 

and workshops with special repair kits – for use even during the fi nal stage of a vehicle’s life. 

Our repair kits are tailored to the needs of diff erent vehicles and help workshops carry out quick 

and economical repairs and get vehicles back on the road.

Accessories available at all times, even for older products, further simplify a workshop’s work 

and make repairs more effi  cient, even for older vehicles. 

This way, drivers and operators themselves can decide when their vehicle’s story comes to an end. 

» SERVICE PARTS FOR VEHICLES OF ALL AGES 

ECONOMICAL UNTIL THE END 

» The next trips, always new challenges to face: it never stops, and 
I keep driving and driving. The road beckons – and I'm ready! «
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This publication may be subject to alteration without prior notice. A printed copy of this document may not be the latest revision. Please contact your local Knorr-Bremse representative or check our website www.knorr-bremse.com for the latest update. The �gurative mark »K« and the trademarks KNORR 
and KNORR-BREMSE are registered in the name of Knorr-Bremse AG. Copyright © Knorr-Bremse AG. All rights reserved. Including industrial property rights applications. Knorr-Bremse AG retains any power of disposal, such as for copying and transferring.
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Knorr-Bremse Systeme für Nutzfahrzeuge GmbH 
Moosacher Straße 80  
80809 Munich  
Germany 
Tel: +49 89 3547-0 
TruckServices@Knorr-Bremse.com 
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